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A dynamical uncertain system is studied in this paper. Two kinds of uncertainties are
addressed, where the uncertain parameters are described through random variables and/
or fuzzy variables. A general framework is proposed to deal with both kinds of uncertainty
using a polynomial chaos expansion (PCE). It is shown that fuzzy variables may be
expanded in terms of polynomial chaos when Legendre polynomials are used. The com-
ponents of the PCE are a solution of an equation that does not depend on the nature of
uncertainty. Once this equation is solved, the post-processing of the data gives the
moments of the random response when the uncertainties are random or gives the
response interval when the variables are fuzzy. With the PCE approach, it is also possible
to deal with mixed uncertainty, when some parameters are random and others are fuzzy.
The results provide a fuzzy description of the response statistical moments.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The design of vibrating structures requires an appropriate model that is often transformed to a finite element model for
computation. However parameters of the model may be uncertain, and the first issue is to describe uncertainties. Some
parameters may be described through a probabilistic description whereas insufficient information can be gathered for some
others. The latter parameters can be modeled by fuzzy parameters [1,2], when the possible domain of variation is known;
this approach has been successfully applied to determine the frequency response functions of uncertain dynamical systems
[3–5]. The probabilistic approach is appealing but the statistical law is sometimes difficult to estimate. So, in practice, the
laws are often supposed to follow a normal, log-normal or uniform distribution. For reliable estimate of probability dis-
tribution functions, significant amount if data is necessary. In the absence of large data, imprecise probability approaches
can be used [6]. In this paper, we consider that some variables are described probabilistically while some variables are
described by a fuzzy approach.

The second issue is the propagation of the uncertainties, that is to describe the responses when the parameters vary.
Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) is probably the oldest method used to study uncertainty propagation. The expansion-based
methods [7–10], such as the spectral approaches, are alternatives to MCS. Polynomial chaos (PC) expansion (PCE) using a
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Galerkin scheme is one of the most widely used spectral methods. Hermite polynomials are the most used even if other
orthogonal polynomials may be successfully used [11,12]. For instance, Legendre polynomials are used to propagate uniform
random uncertainties. Sudret et al. made the PCE technique possible for a large number of uncertain parameters, by using an
adaptive sparse PCE [13,14].

The PC method has been already applied to calculate the response of an uncertain dynamical systemwith fuzzy variables
[15,16]. This approach requires the use of Legendre polynomials. Monti et al. used a similar approach to extend PCE to
interval analysis [17].

The main objective of this paper is to give a general framework to derive the response of an uncertain linear dynamical
system in terms of a PCE; the uncertainty may be described either by random variables or by fuzzy variables or by mixed
uncertain variables (random and fuzzy). First background on the PCE and on fuzzy variables is given. Second, the equation
satisfied by the PC component is derived. Finally examples with two uncertain parameters are studied to illustrate the
method.
2. Finite element analysis with uncertain systems

The response to a dynamic excitation is modeled by a finite element approximation, where the inertia, damping and
stiffness properties are assumed to be uncertain. The global matrices (mass, damping and stiffness) are obtained by the
assembly procedure and the response is governed by

M €xðtÞþD _xðtÞþKxðtÞ ¼ FðtÞ ð1Þ
where M, D and K are the uncertain mass, damping and stiffness matrices, xðtÞ is the vector of generalized co-ordinates and
F is the excitation vector. Matrices M, D and K depend on the uncertain parameters, which are either fuzzy variables or
random variables. The random variables are described by the associated probability density function (pdf).

For notational convenience let A denote an uncertain matrix that may be M, D or K. In the next subsections A will be
given for both cases of uncertainty, with A assumed to be given by the expansion

A¼AðAÞ ¼ A0þ
Xr
i ¼ 1

aiAi ð2Þ

where A¼ ða1;…; arÞ gathers all the uncertain parameters ai.

2.1. Random variables

A is a random matrix and then uncertainties are associated with probability density functions (pdfs). Expression (2) may
represent a Karhunen–Loève expansion. A¼ ða1;…; arÞ is a random vector, where ai is a random variable with zero-mean
and A0 is the mean matrix. However, as mentioned by Stefanou [9], the pdf of the random variables is provided by
experimental measurements and often the lack of data forces assumptions to be made. Recently, Sepahvand and Marburg
[18,19] proposed a new method to estimate these pdfs from vibration tests, by using the Pearson model and a generalized
polynomial chaos expansion. Gaussian random variables are often chosen as a result of theoretical justification (central limit
theorem, maximum entropy when the first two moments are known) and also for its simplicity. However, other distribution
may be used, such as the uniform distribution, which will be used in the examples given in Section 4.

The ultimate objective of the propagation of uncertainties is to derive the pdf of the random vector xðtÞ. In this paper, the
first two moments of the response will be estimated for each time t in the time domain, or for each frequency f in the
frequency domain.

In the following, standard deviates will be used. For example, if ai has a normal distribution with variance σ2
ai , then the

standard normal deviate ξi ¼ ai=σai will be used. Similarly, if ai has a uniform distribution over interval ½minðaiÞ;maxðaiÞ�,
then the standard uniform deviate ξi ¼ 2 ai �minðaiÞ

maxðaiÞ�minðaiÞ�
1
2

� �
that is defined over ½�1;1�, will be used. In both cases, the

response of the uncertain system, xðtÞ, depends on Ξ ¼ ðξ1;…; ξrÞ.

2.2. Fuzzy variables

Fuzzy variables are used when the information on the uncertain parameters is given in terms of intervals that reflect the
possible values of these parameters [5]. Fuzzy variables are related to fuzzy sets F , defined by a set F and its membership
function, μF , defined as

μF : E-½0;1�
x↦μF ðxÞ

where E is the set of definition of the fuzzy variable and F � E. The concept of fuzzy sets was introduced by Zadeh [1] who
interpreted the membership function as the degree of possibility for a variable to belong to F (i.e. the degree of membership
of x in F ). If μF ðxÞ ¼ 0 then x does not belong to F , whereas μF ðxÞ ¼ 1 indicates that x belongs to F . When 0oμF ðxÞo1 then
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it is possible that x belongs to F and the degree of membership varies from weak to strong as μF ðxÞ varies from 0 to 1. The
support of F is

suppðF Þ ¼ fxAE∣μF ðxÞ40g
An α-cut is defined by

Fα ¼ fxAE∣μF ðxÞZαg for 0oαr1

The element of Fα has a degree of membership greater or equal to α.
In a fuzzy uncertainty propagation context, the objective is to provide the interval Iα whose bounds correspond to the

minimum and the maximum of the response for all the α-cuts. So, for each α-cut and for each time t, the extrema of the
solution of Eq. (1) must be calculated over all values that belong to the α-cut of the fuzzy variables. If the study is not in the
time domain but in the frequency domain, then the frequency f would play the role of time t.

In the context of Eq. (2), aðαÞi is an uncertain variable whose values are within an interval aðαÞi . AðαÞ
i is the matrix associated

with fuzzy variable ai, for a given α-cut. Interval aðαÞi is defined as aðαÞi ¼ ½aðαÞmi ; aðαÞMi �, where aðαÞmi and aðαÞMi are the minimum
and maximum of aðαÞi , respectively. For simplicity, a standard fuzzy variable ξi will be introduced by transforming aðαÞi to the
interval ½�1;1� by

ξi: aðαÞmi ; aðαÞMi

h i
- �1;1½ �

aðαÞi ↦ξi aðαÞi

� �
¼ 2

aðαÞi �aðαÞmi

aðαÞMi �aðαÞmi

�1
2

 !

The inverse transformation is easily obtained as

aðαÞi : �1;1½ �- aðαÞmi ; aðαÞMi

h i

ξi↦aðαÞi ξi
� �¼ aðαÞMi �aðαÞmi

2

 !
ξiþ

aðαÞMi þaðαÞmi

2

 !

Then xðαÞðtÞ, the response of the uncertain system associated with a given α-cut depends on Ξ ¼ ðξ1;…; ξrÞA ½�1;1�r .
In the following, the membership function is supposed to be linear between ðað0Þmi ;0Þ and ðai crisp;1Þ, and between

ðai crisp;1Þ and ðað0ÞMi ;0Þ, as indicated in Fig. 1. Also, all of the uncertain matrices are assumed to be associated with a given α-
cut, and so each matrix A should be denoted AðαÞ. For simplicity, the superscript ðαÞwill be dropped when it is not necessary.
3. Uncertain response

3.1. PC-components

The uncertain matrices are written as

M¼MðΞÞ ¼
Xr
i ¼ 0

ξiMi ð3Þ

D¼DðΞÞ ¼
Xr
i ¼ 0

ξiDi ð4Þ

K¼KðΞÞ ¼
Xr
i ¼ 0

ξiKi ð5Þ

where ξ0 ¼ 1 is not an uncertain variable. Note that this definition implies that each uncertain parameter affects all of the
Fig. 1. A typical membership function.
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mass, damping and stiffness matrices; usually each parameter will affect only one structural matrix, and in this case the ith
terms for the other matrices will be zero.

Whatever the kind of uncertainty, the uncertain response vector is expanded in terms of polynomials Ψ J , that are r-
dimensional generalized polynomial chaoses, as

xðtÞ ¼
Xþ1

J ¼ 0

YJðtÞΨ JðΞÞ ð6Þ

where fYJðtÞg are the PC-components of xðtÞ. This expansion is common for random responses, but not for the case of fuzzy
variables. The choice of the PC will be given in the following for each kind of uncertainty.

An approximation is obtained by truncating the infinite series as

xPðtÞ ¼
XP
J ¼ 0

YJðtÞΨ JðΞÞ ð7Þ

t will be dropped to shorten the equations. The multivariate polynomial chaoses used here are based on single variate
polynomial chaoses ψ jðξiÞ of order j. It is possible to define a bijection Ind:

Ind:N-Nr

J↦ðJ1;…; JrÞ

such that

Ψ JðΞÞ ¼ ∏
r

j ¼ 1
ψ Jj

ðξjÞ ð8Þ

where mJ ¼
Pr

j ¼ 1 Jj is the order of Ψ J . In Appendix A, Ind is defined for r¼2.
By substituting x defined by expression (7) into Eq. (1), one has

XP
J ¼ 0

Ψ JðΞÞ M €Y JþD _Y JþKYJ

� �
¼ F ð9Þ

By using Eqs. (3)–(5),

XP
J ¼ 0

Xr
k ¼ 0

〈k; I; J〉 Mk
€Y JþDk

_Y JþKkYJ

� �
¼ δ0IF; for I¼ 0;…; P; ð10Þ

where δIJ is the Kronecker delta and

〈k; I; J〉¼
Z
Dξ1

⋯
Z
Dξr

ξkΨ IðΞÞΨ JðΞÞ dΞ ð11Þ

with dΞ ¼∏r
j ¼ 1pðξjÞ dξj (examples of pðξjÞ are given in Appendix B) and Dξi is the support of ξi.

Due to the polynomial chaos properties, quantities 〈k; I; J〉 may be easily derived (see Appendix B).
Define

CkARðPþ1Þ�ðPþ1Þ; with Ck½ �IJ ¼ 〈k; I; J〉 ð12Þ

~M ¼
Xr
k ¼ 0

Ck � MkAR2ðPþ1Þ�2ðPþ1Þ ð13Þ

~D ¼
Xr
k ¼ 0

Ck � DkAR2ðPþ1Þ�2ðPþ1Þ ð14Þ

~K ¼
Xr
k ¼ 0

Ck � KkAR2ðPþ1Þ�2ðPþ1Þ ð15Þ

Y¼ ½YT
0Y

T
1⋯YT

P �T AR2ðPþ1Þ ð16Þ

~FðtÞ ¼ ½FT ðtÞ00⋯0�T AR2ðPþ1Þ ð17Þ
where � denotes the Kronecker product and ð�ÞT denotes the transpose of ð�Þ. Then the components of the PC expansion
satisfy

~M €YðtÞþ ~D _YðtÞþ ~KYðtÞ ¼ ~FðtÞ ð18Þ
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Hence, the PC-components are the solution of a 2ðPþ1Þ degrees of freedom (dofs) dynamical system that will be referred
to the PC-system. Accordingly the PCE transforms the study of an uncertain dynamical system to the study of a deterministic
dynamical system. Accordingly the PC-system has resonant frequencies and the random/fuzzy steady-state response
characteristics to a harmonic force will show peaks related to these spurious resonances: the latter will be referred to as PC-
resonances.

3.2. Random variables

The choice of the polynomial chaos depends on the distribution of the random variable: Hermite polynomials are used
for normal distribution whereas Legendre polynomial are used for uniform distribution. They are an orthogonal basis over
the probability measure of the random variable. The PC technique can deal with different kinds of random variables. Thus,
for example, if one uncertainty is modeled by a normal variate, ξ1 and another one by a uniform variable, ξ2, then the
polynomial chaos Ψ Jðξ1;ξ2Þ is a product of a Hermite polynomial HJ1 ðξ1Þ by a Legendre polynomial LJ2 ðξ2Þ. Although the
Hermite polynomials are not orthogonal to the Legendre polynomials, this is not necessary because we assume ξ1 and ξ2 are
independent random variables.

As the behavior of Hermite polynomials was studied in previous papers [20,21], they will not be discussed further in
this work.

3.3. Fuzzy variables

Legendre polynomials Li are defined over the interval ½�1;1� that is the support of each standard fuzzy variable ξk and
are orthogonal with respect to the inner product:Z 1

�1
Li ξ
� �

Lj ξ
� �

dξ¼ 2
2iþ1

δij ð19Þ

Hence the Legendre polynomials are perfectly adapted to describe the propagation of the uncertainty related to the standard
fuzzy variables.

3.4. Uncertainty propagation

Once the coefficients Y are calculated, the uncertain response is evaluated using Eq. (7). If the response is a random
variable, the characteristics may be determined by a Monte Carlo simulation (MCS), which is direct and very fast. Further the
mean value is given directly by Y0, the first coefficient of the expansion, and the standard deviation of dof xi is estimated as

σ2
xiðtÞ ¼

XP
J ¼ 1

〈0; J; J〉 YJ
� �

iðtÞ
� �2 ð20Þ

If the response is fuzzy, then the extrema must be determined for each α-cut and for each time t (or for each frequencyω
if a frequency response is calculated). In general this is an optimization problem, however here we take a direct approach by
evaluating the response directly using the PCE (Eq. (7)) for n parameter values fΞigi ¼ 1…n that discretize the α-cut; the
minimum and the maximum of the response then give the interval of the response. Obviously n must be sufficient to obtain
the extrema with good accuracy.

3.5. Mixed uncertain variables

As the formalism is exactly the same, whatever the form of the uncertainty, it is possible to deal with mixed (fuzzy and
random) uncertain variables directly. In this case the PCs that describe the fuzzy variables are Legendre polynomials,
whereas the PCs that describe the random variables depend on the associated probability distribution.

However, the problem of describing the uncertain response remains. Indeed the uncertain response is both random and
fuzzy. Here we assume that the mean response and the standard deviation are given as fuzzy variables.
Fig. 2. The two degrees-of-freedom system with stochastic stiffness coefficients.



Table 1
The characteristics of the discrete system.

m (kg) c (Nm�1 s�1) k1;crisp (kNm�1) k2;crisp (kNm�1) δk1 (%) δk2 (%) F0 (N)

1 1 15 15 5 5 1

Fig. 3. The discrete system with two uncertain fuzzy stiffnesses: (a) both modes, (b) zoom around the first deterministic eigenfrequency. Solid line: crisp
response; Dashed line: PC interval response using Legendre polynomials of order 3; Shadow area: direct interval response.
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4. Examples

4.1. Discrete system with two uncertain parameters

The discrete two dof system is shown in Fig. 2. In this example, the stiffnesses k1 and k2 are assumed to be uncertain and
independent. Table 1 gives the characteristics of the uncertain system. In this example the random and fuzzy models of the
uncertain stiffnesses will be applied separately. The pdfs of the random stiffnesses are assumed to be uniform with

minðkiÞ ¼ ð1�δkiÞki;crisp; maxðkiÞ ¼ ð1þδkiÞki;crisp for i¼ 1;2

The fuzzy variables at the zero α-cut are given by

kð0Þmi ¼ ð1�δkiÞki;crisp; kð0ÞMi ¼ ð1þδkiÞki;crisp for i¼ 1;2

The second mass is excited by a sinusoidal force of amplitude F0, and the output of interest is the displacement of the first
mass in the frequency domain.

Fig. 3 gives the frequency response function interval for the zero α-cut of the fuzzy system. For comparison, Fig. 4 gives
the mean and standard deviation for the uniform random stiffness case. In each figure, the results are calculated with the PC
approach (PC of order 3) and with a direct approach (Monte Carlo simulation for the random system using Latin hypercube
sampling). Spurious oscillations are shown in all of the figures when the results are derived with the PC approach, due to the
PC eigen-frequencies, as already mentioned in Section 3.1. However, by comparison with the results presented in previous
papers [20,21], the amplitude of these oscillations is much larger when Hermite polynomials are used as opposed to
Legendre polynomials.

To study the influence of the PC order, the same simulations were performed for PC orders of 20 and 50. Figs. 5 and 6
show the results for the fuzzy stiffness uncertainty. The upper bound of the response interval is well estimated with the
increase of the PC order whereas the lower bound is not really improved. From an engineering point of view, the upper
bound is most important and for this case the PC simulation approximates the upper accurately. Fig. 7 shows the results for
the uniform random stiffness uncertainty. The results are provided around the deterministic first eigenfrequency where the
PC convergence is slower so as to highlight the behavior of the PC response. The convergence is fast when increasing the PC
order of the Legendre polynomials whereas previous papers [20,21] showed a slow convergence with Hermite polynomials
for Gaussian random variables.



Fig. 4. The discrete system with two uncertain random stiffnesses: (a) mean, (b) standard deviation. Solid line: MC simulation; Dashed line: PC using
Legendre polynomials of order 3.

Fig. 5. The discrete system with two uncertain fuzzy stiffnesses: (a) both modes, (b) zoom around the first deterministic eigenfrequency. Solid line: crisp
response; Dashed line: PC interval response using Legendre polynomials of order 20; Shadow area: direct interval response.
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4.2. Beam with mixed uncertainties

The pinned–pinned beam system is shown in Fig. 8. The beam is modeled with three nodes and two Euler-Bernoulli
beam elements, resulting in four degrees of freedom. In this example, the flexural rigidity, EI, where E is the Young's
modulus and I the cross-section inertia, and the damping ratio, ζ, are assumed to be uncertain. In contrast to the previous
example, the nature of the uncertainties is not the same for both parameters; EI is assumed to be a uniform random variable
whereas ζ is assumed to be a fuzzy variable, such that the 0-cut is the interval 0:055½ �% and the crisp value is 0.5%. As a
consequence, the mass matrix M is deterministic, and the stiffness matrix K is random and is defined by Eq. (5): the mean of
K is then K0. The characteristics of beam system and the random parameter are listed in Table 2. The beam is excited at its
left end by a sinusoidal moment C(t) of amplitude C0, and the output of interest is the rotation of the left end of the beam in
the frequency domain.

The damping ratio is assumed to be the same for each mode, and the damping matrix is defined as

D¼ 2ζM M�1K0

h i1=2
ð21Þ

The response interval of the mean and the standard deviation of the mixed uncertain system is given in Fig. 9 for a PCE
order equal to 3. In each figure, the results are calculated with the PC approach (PC of order 3) and with a direct approach
(Monte Carlo simulations for the random system). In practice the 0-cut interval is divided in 100 sub-intervals, and for each
of the 101 values for damping ζ an MCS using Latin hypercube sampling (2000 samples) was performed to estimate the first



Fig. 6. The discrete system with two uncertain fuzzy stiffnesses: (a) both modes, (b) zoom around the first deterministic eigenfrequency. Solid line: crisp
response; Dashed line: PC interval response using Legendre polynomials of order 50; Shadow area: direct interval response.
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two moments. Then the minimum and the maximum values of these moments were determined over the 0-cut interval.
This procedure was used for both the MCS and the PCE.

As expected, around the crisp or deterministic eigenfrequencies the PCE has not converged whereas the results are in an
excellent agreement with the MCS results elsewhere. To improve the results, the PC order was increased to 10 and 20, and
the results are given in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. A PC order of 10 provided good results for the estimation of the mean
whereas a PC order equal to 20 provided excellent results. However, surprisingly, the results are not as good for the standard
deviation: that means the probability density function is probably not very well estimated. So, in this case study, the PCE has
not converged sufficiently with a PC order equal to 20 to obtain a good estimate for the higher order statistical moments.

This approach allows the response to be calculated for the membership function of the damping given in Fig. 12. Fig. 13
shows the fuzzy response of the mean and the standard deviation when the frequency is equal to the first deterministic
eigenfrequency. In particular, the fuzzy response is not linear with respect to α; the evolution of the mean is even not
monotonic between the minimum value of the 0-cut, ðζð0Þm;0Þ, and the crisp value, ðζcrisp;1Þ (Fig. 13(a)). This is a con-
sequence of the strong asymmetry in the membership function, that is when the mid-0-cut value is far from the crisp value.
Indeed, it has been verified that if the crisp value is increased to 0.7%, then the evolution becomes monotonic.

4.3. Rotor example

The last example describes the response of an uncertain two-bearing flexible rotor to out-of-balance forces (as illustrated
in Fig. 14). The system consists of a shaft (length L, diameter ds, density ρs, Young's modulus Es) carrying a rigid circular disk
(density ρd, inside diameter di, outside diameter do, thickness h). The bearings are elastically supported in both horizontal
and vertical directions at the ends of the shaft; the stiffness may be different in the vertical and horizontal directions and are
given by kix and kiy for the i-th bearing (bearing 1 is at the left end, and bearing 2 at the right end of the shaft). The machine
is excited by an out-of-balance force on the disk. This unbalance force is represented by an additional mass m at a distance e
from the center of rotation of the shaft (i.e. e defines the eccentricity of the mass).

4.3.1. System model
The shaft is modeled by 8 beam elements which include the shear and rotary inertia effects. There are 4 degrees of

freedom (dof) per node (i.e. the horizontal and vertical displacements and the two associated rotations), which gives a total
of 36 dofs. The axial and torsional degrees of freedom are not considered here. The equations of motion of the rotor system
can be written as

M €xðtÞþ CþωGð Þ _xðtÞþKxðtÞ ¼ FðtÞ ð22Þ
The mass matrix M includes the inertia properties of both the shaft and the rigid disk. The matrices C and G represent the
effects of the shaft internal damping and gyroscopic moments for both the shaft and the disk. The matrix K includes the
stiffness matrices of the shaft and the supports. F defines the out-of-balance forces for the rotor system. Friswell et al. [22]
give further details of the modeling of rotating machines used here.

Table 3 gives the values of the deterministic physical parameters of the rotor. The Campbell diagram of this machine is
shown in Fig. 15 and highlights that the first and second backward and forward critical speeds (at 34.7, 41.4, 116.6 and
127.7 Hz) are in the rotor speed range of interest.



Fig. 7. The discrete system with two uncertain random stiffnesses: (a) mean for PC order 3, (b) standard deviation for PC order 3, (c) mean for PC order 20,
(d) standard deviation for PC order 20, (e) mean for PC order 50, (f) standard deviation for PC order 50. Solid line: MC simulation; Dashed line: PC using
Legendre polynomials.
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Fig. 8. Schematic of the uncertain beam.

Table 2
Beam characteristics and uncertain parameters.

L (m) ρA (kg/m) C0 (kN) minðEIÞ (kNm2) maxðEIÞ (kNm2)

1 7800 1 90 125

ζcrisp (%) ζð0Þm (%) ζð0ÞM (%)
0.5 0.05 5

Fig. 9. The response of the beam example with random EI and fuzzy ζ using Legendre polynomials of order 3: (a) mean, (b) standard deviation. Solid line:
MC simulation; Dashed line: PC using Legendre polynomials.

Fig. 10. The response of the beam example with random EI and fuzzy ζ using Legendre polynomials of order 10: (a) mean, (b) standard deviation. Solid line:
MC simulation; Dashed line: PC using Legendre polynomials.
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4.3.2. Uncertainties in the rotor system
In practice, several parameters may be uncertain. In the following, the shaft Young's modulus, Es, the horizontal spring

stiffness of bearing 1, k1x, and, disk thickness, h, are assumed to be uncertain parameters. The stiffness matrix is a linear



Fig. 11. The response of the beam example with random EI and fuzzy ζ using Legendre polynomials of order 20: (a) mean, (b) standard deviation. Solid line:
MC simulation; Dashed line: PC using Legendre polynomials.
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Fig. 12. Membership function of the damping ratio.
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function of Es and k1x, and both the mass and gyroscopic matrices are linear functions of h. The other parameters keep their
deterministic stiffness values.

The damping matrix is assumed to be deterministic and proportional to the mass and stiffness matrices at the mean or
crisp values of the random or fuzzy parameters. Of course other models of the damping, including uncertainty, may be
considered.

Two cases will be considered and are listed in Table 4. In case 1, Es is a uniform random variable and k1x is a fuzzy
variable. In case 2, Es is a uniform random variable and h is a fuzzy variable. Es follows a uniform distribution with
minðEsÞ ¼ Es0�ΔEs and maxðEsÞ ¼ Es0þΔEs.

The uncertain vertical and horizontal displacements, v and u, located at node 4, 0.3 m from the left end of the shaft, will
be the response quantities of interest (see Fig. 14).
4.3.3. Case 1: random Es and fuzzy k1x
In this case, the thickness of the disk, h, is assumed to be deterministic and equal to h0. The two uncertain parameters are

the Young's modulus of the shaft, Es, and the horizontal stiffness of bearing 1. The Young modulus is assumed to be a random
parameter with a uniform distribution and the horizontal support stiffness is assumed to be a fuzzy parameter.

Fig. 16 shows the intervals for the mean and standard deviation for vertical displacement at node 4. Fig. 17(a) shows the
corresponding results for the horizontal displacement. A PCE order equal to 20 is chosen. Since the horizontal stiffness of
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Fig. 13. Fuzzy response at the first deterministic eigenfrequency for a PC order of 20: (a) Mean, (b) standard deviation.

Fig. 14. The two bearing flexible rotor.

Table 3
Characteristics of the deterministic rotor system. The 0 indicates the value of an uncertain parameter used when a deterministic quantity is required.

Shaft Disk Support Force

Es0 210 GPa ρd 7800 kg m�3 k1x0 3 MN m�1 m� e 10�4 kg m
L 1 m h0 3 cm k1y 3 MN m�1

ρs 7800 kg m�3 dinner 2 cm k2x 3 MN m�1

ds 2 cm douter 20 cm k2y 3 MN m�1
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Fig. 15. The Campbell diagram of the flexible rotor.
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Table 4
Uncertain parameters of the rotor system.

Case 1 Es Mean(Es) Es0 ΔEs 5% Es0
k1x k1x;crisp k1x0 km1x 2.5 MNm�1

kM1x 3.5 MN m�1

Case 2 Es Mean(Es) Es0 ΔEs 5% Es0
h hcrisp h0 hm 2.5 cm hM 3.5 cm

Fig. 16. Vertical displacement for the rotor systemwith random Es and fuzzy k1x using Legendre polynomials of order 20: (a) mean, (b) standard deviation.
Solid line: MC simulation; Dashed line: PC response.

Fig. 17. Horizontal displacement for the rotor system with random Es and fuzzy k1x using Legendre polynomials of order 20: (a) mean, (b) standard
deviation. Solid line: MC simulation; Dashed line: PC response.
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one bearing is now a fuzzy parameter, the support stiffness is anisotropic and responses at the first and second backward
critical speeds appear. The stiffness uncertainties also naturally introduce an increase or decrease all critical speeds and the
associated amplitudes levels.

The proposed approach allows the response to be predicted for the frequency range of interest and more specifically
around the backward and forward critical speeds: the PCE results are in an excellent agreement with the MCS results.

4.3.4. Case 2: random Es and fuzzy h
The effects of uncertainties in the Young modulus of the shaft Es and the thickness of the disk h are now studied. The

horizontal stiffness of bearing 1 is assumed to be deterministic and equal to k1x0. The Young's modulus is chosen as a



Fig. 18. Vertical displacement for the rotor system with random Es and fuzzy h using Legendre polynomials of order 20: (a) mean, (b) standard deviation.
Solid line: MC simulation; Dashed line: PC response.
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random parameter with a uniform distribution and the thickness of the disk is chosen as a fuzzy parameter. The uncertainty
in the thickness of the disk will generate two fuzzy matrices, i.e. the mass and gyroscopic matrices.

The response interval of the mean and the standard deviation of the mixed uncertain system is given in Fig. 18 for the
vertical displacement and a PCE order equal to 20. The horizontal displacement is not plotted as it is identical to the vertical
displacement as the support stiffness is now isotropic. The presence of parameter uncertainties generates significant var-
iation in the dynamic response of the rotor. However, significant differences between this case and the previous study (see
Section 4.3.3) are clearly observed. First of all, the first and second backward critical speed are not present since the support
stiffness is now isotropic. Secondly, the variations of the two forward critical speeds in terms of frequency and amplitude
level are much higher. This indicates that the variation of the disk thickness has a significant impact on the vibrational
response of the rotor, which is easily explained by its contributions to the gyroscopic effects and the mass. Finally, a high
variation of the anti-resonance position is also observed due to the uncertainty of the disk thickness. The PCE results are
again validated by the Monte Carlo simulations.
5. Conclusion

The use of the polynomial chaos allow a unified processing of uncertainty; random variables and fuzzy variables lead to
the same PC equations. The post-processing of the PC expansion depends on the nature of the uncertainty: an optimization
problem is solved for the fuzzy variables whereas the statistical moments are derived for the random variables. The PC
resonance issue already mentioned in [20] for random variables was also demonstrated for fuzzy variables. However, the
fuzzy variables are associated with Legendre polynomials that exhibit faster convergence than Hermite polynomial. How-
ever, the main interest of the PCE is to provide a general framework to deal with mixed uncertainties. This paper
demonstrated an approach that is able to efficiently propagate uncertainty modeled with both random and fuzzy
parameters.
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Appendix A. Decomposition of index I, for r¼2

For a given index I, Ψ I must be expanded as a product of two Legendre polynomials:

Ψ Iðξ1; ξ2Þ ¼ψ I1 ðξ1Þψ I2 ðξ2Þ ðA:1Þ

and mI ¼ I1þ I2 is the order of Ψ I . The number of polynomials whose order is lower or equal to m is ðmþ2
2 Þ. So, if mI is the



Table A5
Index decomposition.

I I1 I2 Order

1 1 0 1
2 0 1 1

3 2 0 2
4 1 1 2
5 0 2 2

6 3 0 3
7 2 1 3
8 1 2 3
9 0 3 3

10 4 0 4
11 3 1 4
12 2 2 4
13 1 3 4
14 0 4 4

15 5 0 5
16 4 1 5
17 3 2 5
18 2 3 5
19 1 4 5
20 0 5 5
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order of Ψ I , I satisfies

IZ
mþ1
2

� 	
¼mIðmIþ1Þ

2
ðA:2Þ

Io mþ2
2

� 	
¼ ðmIþ1ÞðmIþ2Þ

2
ðA:3Þ

Then, as mI is an integer, one can deduce

mI ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8Iþ1

p
�1

2

� �
ðA:4Þ

Consider indexes I and J. They are decomposed according to the rules:
1. If Io J then order ðΨ IÞrorderðΨ JÞ.
2. If Io J and order ðΨ IÞ ¼ orderðΨ JÞ then I14 J1 and I2o J2.

Then I2 and I1 may be defined as

I2 ¼ I�mIðmIþ1Þ
2

ðA:5Þ

I1 ¼mI� I2 ðA:6Þ

For indexes I1, I2 given, I is defined as

I¼ I2þ
ðI1þ I2ÞðI1þ I2þ1Þ

2
ðA:7Þ

Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5)–(A.7) define the mapping Ind. The decomposition is given for I from 0 to 20 in Table A5.
These two rules may be easily extended for r42 to define a general decomposition of index I.
Appendix B. Legendre polynomial chaos

Polynomial ψ iðξÞ is equal to the Legendre polynomial of order i, LiðξÞ. Then

Ψ JðΞÞ ¼ ∏
r

j ¼ 1
LJj ðξjÞ ðB:1Þ
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where mJ ¼
Pr

j ¼ 1 Jj is the order of Ψ J . We have

〈k; I; J〉¼
Z 1

ξ1 ¼ �1
⋯
Z 1

ξr ¼ �1
ξkΨ IðΞÞΨ JðΞÞ dΞ ðB:2Þ

with dΞ ¼∏r
j ¼ 1dξj.

The properties of Legendre polynomials then give

〈0; I; J〉¼
Z 1

ξ1 ¼ �1
⋯
Z 1

ξr ¼ �1
Ψ I Ξð ÞΨ J Ξð Þ dΞ ¼ ∏

r

i ¼ 1

2
2Jiþ1

δIJ ðB:3Þ

and for kZ1

〈k; I; J〉¼
Z 1

ξ1 ¼ �1
⋯
Z 1

ξr ¼ �1
ξkΨ I Ξð ÞΨ J Ξð Þ dΞ ¼

Z 1

ξk ¼ �1
ξkLJk ξk

� �
LIk ξk
� �

dξk ∏
r

i ¼ 1
ia k

Z 1

ξi ¼ �1
LJi ξi
� �

LIi ξi
� �

dξi

¼ Jkþ1
2Jkþ3

2
2Jkþ1

δJk þ1;Ik þ
Jk

2Jkþ1
2

2Jk�1
δJk �1;Ik

� 	
∏
r

i ¼ 1
ia k

2
2Jiþ1

δJi ;Ii ðB:4Þ

where Ii and Ji are the i-th elements of Ind(I) and Ind(J), respectively.
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